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A Mother's Love, Stephanie Sutton, Law Enforcement Technology



December

// snowed

on the day

ofyour

funeral

Delicate

flakes

floating

from heaven

I wonder

ifyou are

telling me

hello

Susan Edwards

College Transfer

Angels \ Dominic Stefanut, College Transfer
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Blizzard, Dominic Stefanut, College Transfer

A Beginner's Guide to

Tightrope Walking

There

is

a fine line

between

genius

and

insanity

but why walk that line

so carefully

so erect

feel free to sway

to one side

or the other

Just once

leave the local mouths

dangling open like

empty change purses

Go kiss you lover

like a silent movie star

Stroll in the rain

without the companionship

of an umbrella

Remember that shoes

are not always necessary

play hopscotch on that line

Be brilliantly odd

Ginger Shelton

Microcomputer Systems Technology
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The Dividing Line

Catch me if you can. But if you do, you must follow me
On a journey like never before into the depths of my mind.

A peaceful place at times. Where birds sing with sweet serenity, and compassion

overflows from the sea of love. A dainty little place it is of happiness

without despair. The ground is of satin and the grass of silk.

All of the pleasurable things one wishes to possess.

In the distance there is a mountain, with a gleaming, glowing snow

shining like an angel looking over this peaceful place.

But you dare not cross that mountain for you may not understand the changes.

It is the darkside, the midnight, the complete destruction of all sanity.

The land is scorched and the sky is blood red. The trees are aflame and

there is nowhere to run. Only death, depression and loneliness live here,

waiting to overpower me. Never cross that mountain in my mind, for you may
never come back, trapped in the horror and sorrow, unable to return.

Every day I live my life knowing the other side, but if not for that Great Angel

dividing the confusion and holding back the dark enemy, my mind would

surely rot in its own hell!
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Aaagh of Brrr
Jerry DeVore, College Transfer

"How much of the book have you read?" you ask your

friend. She replies, "I'll give you a clue. If you add the

number of the page I'm on plus the number of the next page

plus the page after that, the sum will be at least 108." What

is the lowest page number of the book your friend could be

reading now?

The number of hairs in an animal's coat varies inversely

with the average winter temperature. One year, the average

winter temperature was 10 degrees lower than the previous

year, and an animal was found to have 1.5 times as many

hairs as it had the previous year. What was the average

winter temperature during the previous year?

Math is a part of everyday life. Everyone should know

how to add, subtract, multiply, and divide, but "advanced

math" is not for everyone. When facing algebra, many people

feel they are battling an unbeatable foe, much like the drag-

ons of old. Many people believe the stated truths of algebra

much as they believe the myths of ancient times: they admit

it could possibly be true but they aren't fully convinced.

To some people, the origin of advanced math as a sci-

ence seems mystical, with mathematicians as the sorcerers

who maintain the secret, magical keys to understanding.

Perhaps algebra got its beginning in the following manner:

Eons ago, when dragons roamed the earth, there lived

in the land of Brrr a particularly ferocious and mystifying

dragon. His countenance was so terrifying that all who saw

him screamed in terror. "Aaagh!" they screamed. Soon the

fiercest dragon in the world was known as Aaagh of Brr.

Aaagh of Brrr wasn't your normal, run-of-the-mill

dragon; he didn't attack villages or devour farmers indis-

criminately. He would first ask potential victims a ques-

tion, immediately slaying those who couldn't answer, car-

rying away those who could, presumably to eat later. No
one was safe from Aaagh of Brrr. He roamed the world

over, asking silly questions, laughing hideously, and devour-

ing his victims.

The villagers of Ra, nearest the lair of Aaagh, tired of

the silly questions and the continuous threat to their safety,

combined their wealth to offer a reward to anyone who would

slay Aaagh of Brrr. Many brave warriors died trying to de-

feat the dragon. Soon, no longer sufficiently impressed with

the bounty offered, the strong, brave men of the land re-

fused to match wits and swords with Aaagh of Brrr. It then

fell to the village idiots to conquer the dragon. Some villag-

ers ridiculed the chances of the village idiot, Mat, of the

family Matician, while others were hopeful. "After all," they

said, "he speaks in riddles all the time, much like Aaagh of

Brr. Maybe he has a chance against the mighty dragon."

It was decided, in an effort to help Mat in his quest, that

all riddles asked by Aaagh would be collected and bound

together for him to study. As the book grew to several vol-

umes, more than poor Mat Matician could remember alone,

the call went out for idiots the world over to assemble in Ra

to help defeat Aaagh of Brr.

Once united and having studied the questions attributed

to Aaagh, the band trooped to a field near the lair of Aaagh

and challenged him to meet them in battle. As Aaagh flew

over the field surveying the hundreds of men and women

gathered there, he felt a momentary regret that so many would

die today. Landing with a thud that shook the ground be-

neath the crowd, Aaagh inspired great fear and doubt among

the gathering. Seeming to turn day into night as he blocked

the sun on his approach, Aaagh called out to the cowering

throng, "Who is your leader? There are rules to discuss."

Fearing his voice would fail him, Mat stepped silently for-

ward. "What is your name, puny little man?" demanded

Aaagh. "M-M-Mat M-M-Matician." answered Mat. "These

are the rules, Mathematician. Only one answer will be al-

lowed. If asked, you must show me how you arrived at your

answer. You may write the riddle down, but I'll recite it

only once. For every wrong answer, one of your group will

die, and you'll be the last to die, little man. Understood?"

Above the rumblings of the crowd, Mat called out in his

bravest voice, "Understood, but we have some demands,

too!"

Dismayed that anyone would dare talk to Aaagh of Brr

in that manner, the crowd fell silent, fearful ofAaagh's reac-

tion. Amused by the boldness of this little man, Aaagh nod-

ded for him to continue. "If we must sacrifice one of our

own because of a wrong answer, you must tell us the correct

answer and how you derived it," stated Mat, pausing for

Aaagh's answer. "Go on, Mathematician," stated Aaagh,

thoughtfully. Encouraged that he had not yet been killed

and eaten, Mat forged bravely on. "If we correctly answer

two of your riddles, you fly off and never terrorize us again,

agreed?"

"Bravery such as yours should be rewarded, Mathema-

tician! I agree to your terms, but as reward for answering

your riddle correctly, I will take you all to my lair. There, I

will not eat you, but together we will study riddles until my
death. Agreed, Mathematician?"

"So be it," agreed Mat to the dismay of much of the

crowd.

"A member of the three-person bowling team tells his

wife that he bowled over 200 last night, but he will not give

the actual score. His wife asks another member of the team

about it, but she learns only that the team's three scores

were consecutive odd integers. His wife then checks with

the third member of their team, who says that the team score

was 597. Could her husband have bowled over 200? Can

she know for sure? Explain," said Aaagh.



In all their studies, none in the crowd could remember

a riddle about bowling. One group began poring over the

books to find an answer. Another group began arguing over

the riddle. "Such a woman should be stoned for question-

ing her husband's word!" said one man.

Taking offense, a woman said loudly, "Of course she

can't be sure her husband bowled over 200; you can never

believe what a man says."

"What is an integer?" asked another. Going from group

to group, Mat gleaned what he could from each and finally

stepped forward.

"Yes," said Mat, "her husband could have bowled over

200, but there is no way she can be sure." Anticipating the

loss of one of their own, the crowd fell back, terrified.

"That's correct," said Aaagh. "Now explain how you

got your answer."

"I'm assuming that 'consecutive odd integers' means

consecutive odd numbers," said Mat hopefully, "so I used a

blank as the base number, a blank plus two for the next

number, and a blank minus two for the lowest number. Add
them together, and they total 597. Divide the number of

blanks by the number of bowlers and divide 597 by the

same number. The answer is the base number 199; the

answer minus two is the lowest score, 197; and the answer

plus two is the highest score, 201. But there is no way to

know who bowled it."

"Amazing, Mathematician, truly amazing!" saidAaagh

with interest.

Behind Mat, the crowd nodded their understanding and

applauded with relief.

'This one won't be so easy," said Aaagh, threaten-

ingly. "You have decided to sell you business. Your buyer

has agreed to purchase your inventory at what it costs you

to buy (wholesale price). The buyer asks, "What was your

markup on all your goods?" You reply that you marked up

everything 25%. The buyer says, "Just give me a 25% dis-

count on everything, and we'll be even." Will you agree to

this plan? Why or why not?"

Again they broke into groups, but this time everyone

was working to solve the riddle. Without hesitation or dis-

cussion, one man stepped forward and spoke to Mat. Mat

yelled to Aaagh, "No, I would not accept the offer because

I would be losing money on the entire stock. A 25% markup

is wholesale plus 25%, but a 25% discount on the full price

comes to more like 31%."

Aaagh looked at Mat with surprise: "Your answer is

correct, Mathematician, which astounds me. It is now your

turn to ask me a riddle. Riddle away."

Mat cleared his throat and recited this riddle:

"The government farm price support program pays a

farmer not to plant any crops this year, so he must decide

how not to plant his 100 acres. He decides not to plant

corn on three times as many acres as he will not plant straw-

berries. The number of acres on which he will not harvest

hay is equal to the total number of acres on which he will

plant neither corn nor strawberries. On how many acres

will the farmer not plant corn?"

Aaagh became visibly excited; he trembled with joy and

danced from foot to foot. The crowd shrank back, for they

had never seen a dragon act like this before and many feared

for their life.

"Finally," laughed Aaagh, "after facing the strongest,

bravest, fastest, most able-bodied warriors in the land, I'm

faced by a gathering of village idiots and find they alone, in

all the land, understand Aaagh of Brrr! Your riddle, Math-

ematician, is intriguing, indeed, for the answer seems obvi-

ously to be 100 acres. But that is not the answer for which

you search; that answer is 37.5 acres, is it not?"

'That's correct," said Mat, feeling defeated.

"Now according to our agreement, you will all return

with me to my lair to study riddles to the end of my days,"

said Aaagh, lying down to allow everyone to climb onto his

back. One young boy dropped to his knees behind a clump

of grass, hiding in fear, until Aaagh had carried everyone

off. Returning to the village, he described the day's events

to all who would listen. With time and continuous retelling

of the story, the name Aaagh of Brrr, near the village of Ra,

became Algebra. The village idiots from the world over,

believed to have been eaten by Algebra, soon came to be

called Mathematicians, after Mat Matician, the best known

of them.

At the cave of the dragon, the people were surprised to

find themselves treated like royalty. There was food and

water aplenty, and enough room to provide individual living

areas for everyone. After settling in and becoming comfort-

able with their new situation, they began studying riddles

with Aaagh. The men and women soon formed families,

raising children to study at the feet of Aaagh. This band

soon became a brotherhood, almost a religion, that believed

Aaagh to be all knowing. His riddles, word problems he

called them, were baffling at first. Under his tutelage they

began to understand and were soon able to solve them quite

handily.

To make the understanding easier, Aaagh developed a

unique language to help the brotherhood solve the word prob-

lems. The language included words like equation, inequali-

ties, monomials, polynomials, trinomial, radicand. and sub-

trahend, to name but a few. Within the cave people could be

heard conversing in what seemed like their native tongue,

but with these new phrases used throughout, it sounded like

a foreign language to anyone not familiar with the teachings

of Algebra.

New symbols were soon added as a type of shorthand to

help the mathematicians solve the word problems and work

the equations. Symbols such asoo.f, K, -,v^-,«-» , andf-3

were soon seen on every available surface of the cave. They
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mixed numbers with letters, seemingly indiscriminately, to

make solving the equations easier. The letters had no fixed

meaning so the equations could appear to mean anything to

the uneducated.

With the passing of many years, the original members

of the brotherhood died off, their places at the feet ofAlge-

bra taken by their children and their children's children.

Algebra the dragon, as the legend now called him, grew old

and died also. Unsure what to do, the brotherhood grew

fearful. Without Algebra to guide them and to supply for

them, chaos soon ruled. A meeting was called, and it was

decided by majority vote that the brotherhood should go

forth into the land and share their knowledge with the people.

Dispersing to all points of the globe, the brotherhood first

found the people unwilling to believe their theories and equa-

tions. Many were ridiculed for trying to explain the rules

and symbols of Algebra.

Very slowly at first, but more quickly with each con-

vert, the mathematicians gained a following. Today, there

are math sciences that begin with algebra. Over the years,

some of the more flamboyant of the mathematicians have

gained world acclaim for making public an equation

taught to his forefathers by Aaagh of Brrr.

While this version of how algebra began may seem

far-fetched and totally unbelievable, who can say? Could

Aaagh of Brrr have been a descendant of dinosaurs? Did

dragons ever really exist? Are mathematicians the off-

spring of village idiots of old? When Alexandrian

Diophantus, the 'father of algebra,' set down algebra in a

book, using consistent symbolism and solving problems

by means of analysis, was he developing these equations

himself or only passing on the wisdom of a ferocious old

dragon that loved riddles? Talk to many students of al-

gebra today, and you'll find them as likely to believe this

story as any they've heard explaining the origin of alge-

bra or any advanced math.
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Checkmate, Elaine Amurao, College Transfer
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Life, Christine Washburn, College Transfer
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Fire Cloud

In Another Time

Deborah Biegun, College Transfer

Walking with flaming fires,

Dancing with fireflies in night's sorrow

Beauty of colors in rigid flames of night

Silk hair of yellow awaken,

With dancing colors

Eyes of emerald reflect the light with haze

To swim with stars, awakening

Secrets of the night

We float upstream with berries of grace

To higher clouds.

Steve Miller

College Transfer

Naked Lady

Seeing the reflection

Wanting to touch

Feeling the beating of the soul

To have a soul

Cotton skin to feel with the mind

Flowers beautify

Petals to save in the summer breeze

Her fragrance

Dancing naked in warm moonlight shining

Closeness of souls

Only swim through veins of happiness

The smile of eternity

The touch of life coming in the fingertips

Death has no true end

Steve Miller

College Transfer
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My Friend

Atlas my dear friend

you complain too much
about the grain of sand on your shoulder

you have not seen

the burden that is heaped upon

my already broken back

it far outweighs the speck that perches on yours

every morning I must bear a new atrocity

hurled against ME or my mother, against ME or my other nieces

thank the gods for a brother who has his own problems

the horrible deeds ofMY brothers-in-law, father, sisters

and nieces are shoved down my throat on a daily basis

there to sit on an already ulcerated stomach

you are a titan, and I am a mere mortal

how am I expected to bear a weight greater than yours

But wait, a tiny point of light appears

in it I see

a kind eye that is filled with understanding

a gentle smile that braces the load

a soft voice that shares the weight

on second thought poor, poor Atlas

complain all you want about that monstrous

boulder that has been heaped upon your back

and I will say no more about the grain,

the mere speck that is perched upon my shoulder

now I see the real difference between us

my dear titan, I am truly stronger than you

for I have a friend

Lee Patrick

College Transfer

The World

Kanon Best

College Transfer
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Beyond the Light in the Sun

Dominic Stefanut, College Transfer

Ladder in the Light

Leading the way

Stairs in the moonlight

Climbing with all

To be beaten down

Trying with all might

Slowly inching upward

Slipping but altering thyself

Reaching the highest

The highest is the last

The step above them all

Carried

Helped by moonlight

Beaten

Lacerated by thyself

Life's mysteries are beyond the light in the sun

Steve Miller

College Transfer
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The Hole
Dee Overman, College Transfer

Many things give people nightmares. I know that I have had my share, but sometimes the things

we see in real life can be far worse than any dream ever imagined. Death is a scary thing to think or

dream about, yet it happens all the time. Every day a dead possum lies on the side of the road or a

car kills a cat or someone we know dies.

I love watching horror movies to get my adrenalin going, so when my friend Tracy asked if I

would help her and her mother take dead chickens to the "the hole," I said yes. We met her mom at

the chicken house where she already had the dead chickens in buckets sitting in the back of an old

black El Camino. As we started our drive, I could smell a faint scent from the dead chickens and

hear the flies buzzing about the car. The drive was about twenty minutes to Greene County, and the

smell grew stronger along the way. As we drove there, Tracy's mother told us that there was one bin

big enough to put a car in and that we were just going to dump the chickens into it. She said it was
like the bins at the trash dump and there was not anything to worry about. I sat back and tried to

enjoy the ride and get the smell and flies off my mind.

As we slowly turned onto the drive leading up to the bin, I noticed a sign with large green letters

that read:

"No Domestic Cats or Dogs"

I began to get worried at this point, yet everything still looked fine. There was beautiful green grass

on both sides of the white and grey gravel drive, and the bin seemed to be level with the ground as

though one could walk right up to it and jump in. Before I even got out of the car, I noticed a faint

smell of death in the air. I have smelled many things in my life, and this smell did not resemble

anything I had ever smelled before.

Finally, I got out of the car and began to walk over to the bin. Curiosity had gotten the best of

me, and I wanted to look over the edge. All the horror movies and experience in the hospital had not

prepared me for what I was about to see. Flesh was twisted and piled on top of other flesh in large

quantities. Blood and mucus were everywhere. Mama pigs were swollen, and little fetuses were

stretched across the bin like elastic in a pair of jeans on a fat man. The sight reminded me of Nazi

movies, where Jews were killed in masses and then buried all together, twisted and tangled in

shallow graves. What I saw in the bins seemed so inhumane. Even though they were animals, they

still deserved better.

As I thought about all the dead animals, the hot sun and aroma seemed to get the best of me, and

I began to feel nauseous. I walked off and stuck my head in my shirt, hoping to smell the sweet

scent of fabric softener. It worked for a while, but the pictures kept going through my head. I sat

there a few moments and then tried to go back and lift some of the buckets. The dead chickens

before had not bothered me, but after seeing that sight inside the bins, I started wondering exactly

how the chickens had died: starvation, sickness, smothering, who knows?

Tracy's mother dumped the buckets without my help, and then we got back into the El Camino,

this time without the extra cargo, yet with a vision of death that I'll never forget.
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Henny Penny, Nick Denny, College Transfer
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Chamber Experience

Renarda Sanders, Nursing

The gas chamber is a simulation of nerve gas warfare that prepares a soldier for war-

time situations. It affects the soldier in ways similar to that of real nerve gas. The effects

are reversible, short term, and mildly severe. Going through the simulated gas chamber is

like enduring torture.

The grey concrete building holds the temperature of mid-June weather. It is large

enough to hold six or seven people with arm's length between them. The concrete is like

the thorns of a rose. When I touch it, I prick my finger. The heavy doors are painted

brown. When I open the first door, it pulls me as it closes. It acts as a cork on a bottle and

locks me inside the room.

Inside, the building is hot and filled with smoke. The heat makes my skin pour with

sweat. It is as if I am in a hot shower. The smoke is yellow and thick as clouds. It makes

me feel as if I am suffocating. It is as if the clouds have grown arms and put them around

my neck. I cough every time I try to speak because the gas smells of sulphur. In the dim

light, I can see only shadows all around me, and I become tense with fear. I feel as if I am

in Hell.

The mask I use to protect me from the smoke is green and black. It is made of pliable

rubber, filters, translucent lenses, metals, and a hood. It adds to the heat and suffocation.

When put on improperly, it makes me inhale all the gas around me. The two large eye

pieces obstruct my view. I have to turn my head to see in the direction I want to look. The

eye pieces become misty when the mask is not put on properly. The round nose piece is

made of metals and smaller filters. This is where the smoke is purified. The other filter

areas are on each side of the cheeks. These filters are larger than the nose piece filters.

When the mask is put on the right way, it becomes a part of my face.

After getting the mask put on correctly, I am allowed to go out the second door which

seems as heavy as a hundred-pound rock.

The fresh air to me is like oxygen to an asthmatic. My eyes begin to tear, and my nose

continues to drip with thick mucus. My face burns as if it is on fire. The best thing is that

I can breathe again.

The overall experience is horrifying. My heart pounds as it never has before. Even

though it is a controlled environment, I have never been so frightened. I feel so alone, but

I have made it through the chamber of hell.
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3:23 a.m.

Do You Remember Love?

Do you Remember Love?

That gentle, soft embrace

That time you think about

That look upon her face

All senses seem to blend

That taste of her Perfume

That time that had no End

The Smell within her room

The Innocence I lost

The Passion at its height

The Gift well worth the Cost

The Bliss within my Sight

The Darkness Swirls around us

We hold each other tight

The ecstasy within us

We're safe within the night

The Dawn it breaks too Early

The light it reappears

The Sun it seems quite surly

Return to us our fears

We dash away too quickly

We Tear ourselves Apart

Love is oft times prickly

Buried deep within our heart

John Lapoint

College Transfer

I wake at 3:23 a.m.

(January breathes her frigid breath

through the window,

numbing my toes)

And wonder what it's like

to rest in your warm arms.

Susan Edwards,

College Transfer

Kisses, Amy Overman

Microcomputer Systems

Technology

Last Night

you haunted my dream

The memory of your

comfortable touch

your gentle breath against my cheek

your certain scent

Lingered in my thoughts till dawn

And after many yesterdays

of living and laughing

picking violets and flying kites

without you

I miss you today.

Susan Edwards

College Transfer
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The Runway
Timothy Marshall, Business Administration

When this night began, I was on an airplane with over a thousand soldiers. It was

the start of a very significant event for me, my family, and the United States ofAmerica.

The six months that followed have had a very large impact on my life. I will never

forget even the slightest detail of what happened after I exited the airplane.

The darkness of the night swallowed the images that came to my eyes before I

could tell what I had seen. The only things that I could identify were the guards that

led us toward a light across the runway, and even they were just shapes. The runway

seemed to join with the sky everywhere except in the area of the light. It was as if we
were in a black balloon and the only way out was the light.

I could hear the splashing of the water in the canteens on my back synchronized

with the rhythmic clunking of our boots. I could hear the light clanking of metal in my
ammo belt and rucksack, noises that I had deadened with tape. The rattle of my
weapon and ammo cartridges, which could not be silenced and still operate correctly,

was all but nerve-racking when multiplied by the number of people present.

The air was glue. It coated my lungs and made breathing hard. I could feel it on

my skin, like hardened sweat. It weighed down my every movement like a stagnant

wind.

I could smell the sea and the heat that the sun had left hours before, but the domi-

nant smell was from the airplane. It smelled like a kerosene furnace that had recently

burned out.

My body ached from being immobile for the twenty-hour flight. The straps of my
equipment dug unrelentingly into my shoulder blades. My arms trembled from carry-

ing my weapon. My head throbbed from the jet lag and the helmet that I wore, but

mostly from the millions of thoughts racing through my mind like flashes in a near-

death experience.

As we grew near the light, the soldiers in front of me started raising their right

hands, a warning that an obstacle was in our path. At the end of the runway was a step

down. When I stepped down, it was exactly like stepping off onto a beach. This action

sent a shock wave that I felt throughout my body. What I spent years preparing for

mentally, emotionally, and physically was here. We were in Saudi Arabia, this was

Operation Desert Shield, and I did not want to be here. I did not know if I would ever

find hard ground again.
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To Tell

Windows separate realities

Staring out the window into nothing

Daydreams wander in the mind

Through the mind

Pondering on the nothings

But watching

Watching time go by

Colors fly by

By the eyes of the mind

Touching

Touching the thoughts with the mind

Wanting

Wanting to feel

Feel the real touch

As real as reality

The eyes

Hair

Legs

Anything

Only to tell

Blinds, Dominic Stefanut, College Transfer
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Rivanna River Roast

August

Monday, 14AU, 15:45, 90 : After a 3-2 car shuffle, Marie
saw us put to sea at the old woolen mill dam in Charlottesville

at 14:45 hrs. Under blue skies Will and I sit here on a green

river below the first powerline shoals waiting for John and
Josh. The left-hand chutes, such as they are, and which Will

and I took, seem to be the most feasible passage.

There were a couple of 'Gahs fishing from atop the old

dam when Marie and I got back from Palmyra. All is well.

It's good to hear the river singing again.

15:50 hrs: Here they come! Will and I saw a school of

about a dozen and a half two-to-three-foot long gars a while

ago.

Tuesday, 15AU, 12:45 hrs., 90 F, on Buck Island: We
reached this island about 18:00 hrs. yesterday evening—an-

other three-hour run from the dam at Charlottesville.

The second, main powerline rapids are more of a prob-

lem than the first; but again left-bank thinking works fairly

well and we all made the run in reasonable, if not good, form.

The third ledge further down was rough on Will and me.

We ran point for John and Josh, and a whole raft of Canada
geese led us through mid-stream, then hard left. Just below

this point as we were starting to hand back right we bronged

up on a submerged rock and our right gunwale dipped under.

As the geese cackled back upstream in the slack water of the

right bank, we took on a lot of water. We lost no gear, but

somehow, in all the thrashing my watch came off. It suppos-

edly is water resistant to a depth of one hundred meters; it

probably is keeping good time for the fishes now. Damn!
The ledge just above the Rt. 729 bridge was hairy. Will

and I took a good whack there, and John and Josh had some
trouble; but we made it. Somehow, in one of these brongings

Will and I sustained a long longitudinal gash above the water-

line on the port side of my canoe. Kevlar be damned!
At various places we saw a good many men, women, and

children cooling in the river—it was stinking, sweaty hot all

afternoon with virtually no breeze. At one point a man and a

couple of boys were sporting with a rope swing out over the

river, and they invited Josh to have a go at it—so he did.

Josh caught a nice fourteen-inch, pound-and-a-half or so

smallmouth bass early in the trip yesterday. We fried it for

our first course at supper last night—delicious. Will's tradi-

tional first night hobo dinners turned out well, and we all

stuffed ourselves.

Buck Island, now more or less positively identified on

our map, seems much as it did last year. The marijuana maple

vines growing here do not bode well for the years to come,

but we shall see. The water level in the tarn at the face of the

old dam is lower than that of last summer.

After drinking a Virginia Gentleman toast to Mr. Barnett

and Pop before supper last night, we settled in for the evening.

The heat finally broke well after dark (interesting in that it

seemed almost a sudden snap of a temperature change); the

humidity remained high. We had a fairly good sky of stars

overhead, but there was heat lightning all around the horizon.

We went to bed as a bloody moon was climbing up through

the trees.

1995

This morning John, Will, and I awoke around 07:30 hrs.

to a fairly thick fog. Josh slept late. The overcast shielded us

from the blast of the sun until midmorning, but now it is blue-

white skies and full roast. Josh, Will, and I have lawn chairs

set in the water, in the shade of some birches at the end of the

old dam; John is sheltering in the shade of the sycamores
down below us.

Josh and I examined the ruins of the dam a while ago and
found three iron spikes perhaps five inches long among the

timber and planking; we kept them for souvenirs. Then we
climbed the bank up to the golf course and walked about a bit.

The houses there truly are palatial.

It is a lazy day. Cooling off in the river reading... Ahh!
17:00 hrs., close enough; 89 F. Indeed, the laziest of days.

Josh is napping. And John.

A while ago Josh and I waded to the right bank, across

from our shade in-the-water rest, and found stairsteps dug into

the clay, with a gate at the top. Beyond, we saw a huge hay
field, level beyond the fringe of trees at riverside, then rising

up the hill. There were many round bales of hay, the result, no

doubt, of the tractor we glimpsed over there yesterday evening.

The south edge of the field follows Buck Island Creek, a deep

canyon at first, which soon shallows out. A couple hundred
yards back from the river, beavers have dammed it, creating a

marsh beyond. We walked the farm path to another gate, with

more hay field/pasture rising up beyond, so we came back.

Josh decided that wild black cherries are not very tasty.

At the base of the dirt stairs we found a dry water runnel

footpath leading straight upstream. It is a real Ho Chi Minh
trail, coming back to the water's edge at the head of the bight.

Then we floated downriver back to camp.

In moseying about I found an old snakeskin at the head of

this island, and a Budweiser brown glass pistol grip. It is hot,

yes, but pleasant in the shade here at the river's edge. The
radio says that Hurricane Felix threatens coastal North Caro-

lina, but there is no evidence of foul weather here.

Ah! Lazy...

20:35 hrs., 78 F. A Dingy Moore supper, a good bath,

Josh's pyre is blazing, and the twilight is gathering.

An unexplained mystery: Straight across the river from

the canoe dry dock there is a sheer, precipitous slide down the

clay bank—truly a vertical and deeply worn drop-off with a

talus slope at its foot just above the river.

Now, a clear sky, and the night chorus is tuning up.

Wednesday, 16Au, 18:30 hrs., 90 F, on Petit Island: First,

the chronology:

—07:15 hrs. John, Will, and I rose up to clear, blue skies.

Josh slept in a bit.

-09:30 hrs. Put to sea

-15:00 hrs. The Rt. 600 bridge. The Longest Mile took

about a half hour to cover.

-16:00 hrs. Petit Island.

Breakfast was typical oatmeal fare, and fairly quickly we
loaded up and were gone. Lunch was nabs, Vienna sausages,

apples—again pretty typical stuff.
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Later, after supper (two bass, seven bluegills, and red

beans and rice) dusk is coming on.

Fishing was good today, with steady action all morning

and into the afternoon. John and I in my canoe had a stringer

full of supper-size bass and bream, and Josh had a couple of

nice bluegills. We caught bunches of potato chip size bass

and bream, along with a carp or two.

The clouds were full of dark promise off and on this

morning, but for the most part it has been hot and sunny.

Last night the sky was full of stars, and there is evidence that

tonight will be the same. We have had a good breeze all day,

but the air is still now.

The water level dropped a good bit yesterday, but this

morning at waking it was back up to the level of Monday
afternoon. The river gauge at the Rt. 600 bridge showed a

reading of exactly zero. The water has been clear enough

that, especially in the sun, we could see fish chasing our lures.

In a few places the shoals made us get out and walk the

canoes, but in all John and I have fared tolerably well. Josh

and Will got into trouble in the tight right bank run at Broken

Island. They got swept into a birch and the river climbed

aboard. John and I were waiting for them below and we
salvaged an item or two that came floating by. We paddled

back to Broken Island, beached my canoe, and waded over

to help them bail. Josh lost his sunglasses; my rod Will was

using was broken; and some gear got wet—bad enough, but it

could have been much worse.

Josh has just torched off a Roaring Incarno!

Thursday, 17AU, 10:30 hrs., 88 F: Breakfast is done,

and we have all retreated to shady, breezy havens for a day

of highclass Nothing. The weather is much like that of yes-

terday morning: stiff breeze, partial cloud cover with some
threat of rain implicit. When all is quiet, the sound of high

speed traffic can be heard away southeastwards.

Thinking of Josh's Incarno, so far this trip we have im-

molated in flame one pair of tennis shoes, a couple of pairs

of drawers, and several sets of rotted socks, one set of which
Will cut off his feet with his knife.

Below Buck Island by a couple of hours, in a rightward

crook of the Rivanna a navigable, largish stream enters from

the right, forming a V-shaped spit of land which seemingly

shows clearly on our map. On the left bank across from this

junction of waters lies what appears to be a very campworthy

highland~not a true island.

A couple of hours further downstream another large semi-

navigable creek enters the river on the left at not quite a right

angle. Josh and Will found a boar skull there.

Friday, 18AU, 22:15 hrs., at Holly Green: Tuesday night's

sky was pretty good for star viewing; Wednesday night on Petit

Island was as clear as any of us have seen in a long, long time.

Every star, bright or dim, was standing muster, steady and solid.

It was totally beautiful.

It has been pleasant on these blast furnace days to sit in

the shade and read and talk and sip, then go wallow in the river

for a while to drain the heat off.

Yesterday morning we noticed that the shoal at the head of

the island had become an exposed gravel bar. The water level

had dropped a tad further by breakfast today. Our run to

Palmyra today involved a good bit of channel chasing and

wading in the shallows to pull the canoes over sandbars.

Yesterday afternoon we saw the only other canoes of the

trip: three ten-or-twelve-year-old girls in the second; and bring-

ing up the rear were two fourteen-or-sixteen-year-old guys in

a third canoe—all bound for Camp Friendly Fire.

Several times we saw people on the river bank or in the

water. A few were fishing, but most appeared more interested

in trying to cool off.

Below the Rt. 600 bridge one such young man with two

small children told us that the weather forecast was calling for

high winds and thunderstorms during the night. Accordingly,

we pitched the tents when we got to Petit Island—and had the

two most splendiferous nights of the trip.

We have seen a variety of critters on this trip: a banded

watersnake in the river; a snapping turtle scooting along the

bottom; large gar and carp; bass and bluegills; herons; Canada

geese everywhere; kingfishers—the list goes on. Will and John

saw four deer this morning as we made our way toward

Palmyra.

Toward—Ah, so-
Petit Island to Camp Friendly Fire was an easy hour-and-

three-quarter float. From there to the ramp at Palmyra was

another half hour or so.

In all, a fine trip—expensive for me, with the losses and

canoe damage, but a fine trip. Three guys who are approach-

ing Old Farthood and a second generation pup who is

coming on strong—The music of the river is as strong as ever.

Dave Meador, Forestry Instructor

Swan Lake, Dominic Stefanut,

College Transfer
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Human Nature

It amazes me sometimes

How you

can be right in front

of someone's face

and you are not seen.

I mean,

more than the outside package,

but the precious gift embedded

inside the styrofoam popcorn.

To them

you're just

the funny person

who cracks jokes all the time.

They can't see

the life that swells

forth.

They are not tuned to the

frequency

Of the song your soul is singing

In time to the beat of the stream

tickling your ivory toes

they cannot read the

feeling you get

when you enter a used bookstore

and you feel the past burning glances

of those invisible kindred

before you.

Is it important to be

seen by such people?

No
it's not!

see yourself

And someday

when they are driving home

from their 9-5 jobs

going home to their spouse

and 2.5 kids

while they are rubbing

good ol' Spot's head

they will suddenly have a

"flash"

of your eyes

in their mind

and then they will know

how close they came to knowing

the real you.

Teacup, Dominic Stefanut, College Transfer

Ginger Shelton

Microcomputer Systems Technology
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Stickman, Lisa McGrath, College Transfer

Im diggin holes

Im diggin holes,

coverimup!

Diggin holes,

coverimup!

When a grain falls outtaplace

I pack it back REAL tight

So you dont getta peek

at these deep,

deep,

deep.

holes o' mine

Cause then youd find

to your surprise

Im not as smooth

asyouthink!

Angela Aguigui

College Transfer
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Grand Canyon, Laurie Stensland, College Transfer
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Abandon Ship

The sails are ragged

and the hull leaks horrendously

the rudder is no longer

able to steer a steady course

and not even the compass

is reliable any longer

It is not an old ship

but it has seen too many storms

I look at the squall that

is approaching and I know that the ship cannot endure

I scream to the crew

"Abandon ship"

then I realize that I

alone pilot this vessel

I look for the lifeboat

and cut it loose

it floats gently away

I will continue to pilot

the vessel the Lord gave me
I will guide it through an ocean

of self-made storms

and who knows?

maybe someday I will

find a calm harbor

maybe someday I will

find a home

or maybe I will find

only the eternal bottom.

Lee Patrick

College Transfer

Behind

Who am I, what can I be?

Is it not my time to shine?

But, if I

I say if I shine

who will I leave behind?

Then again, who have I stepped on

and crushed that I might shine?

I truly am not my own,

but bought with a price

to lead and guide

to bring others also from behind.

This is my choice, my life and God's will,

that if I never shine here upon this earth

I will shine and indeed I will not,

not get left behind.

Peggy Moses

College Transfer
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Vistor observes the Cordova Elementary

School seal, Cordova, N. C. Seal is 8 feet

in diameter.

Cordova Elementary School

Brick Sculptures
Pat Turlington, Art Instructor

The brick sculpture commission called for an exterior

brick- sculpted seal and an interior brick-sculpted mural for

the Cordova Elementary School in Cordova, North Caro-

lina. The clients were the Richmond County School Board

in Rockingham, North Carolina.

The School Seal:

I wanted to design a school seal that the teachers, chil-

dren and parents could relate to and one that would inspire

them. A tall order, but an important one! The three most

important components in a school are its children, its par-

ents, and its teachers. I believe that the more they all work

together, the better the school will be. I designed and carved

a school seal, eight feet in diameter, using the name of the

school in a circle surrounding a Mobius band that bore the

words CHILD, PARENT and TEACHER. The school was

being built of modular red flashed brick. I created the brick-

sculpted school seal using modular brick composed of sev-

eral blends of brick clays so that the brick- sculpted seal

would be a distinct image on the brick wall. As you ap-

proach the school, you can see the school seal two blocks

away! And more importantly, each day the children, par-

ents, and teachers are visually reminded of how, together,

they make Cordova Elementary School what it is.

An Alphabet of Land and Sea Creatures

One of the wonderful things about brick sculpture is

that you can touch it without harming it, so brick sculpture

works very well in schools! Using gray utility brick, I carved

land and sea creatures in a band that encircles the interior

brick wall of the main entrance of the school. The band of

sculpted animals is 2 1/2 feet high and sixty feet long and is

set into the red modular brick walls at the children's eye

level. I carved the land and sea creatures in fourteen differ-

ent colors of brick clay so they stand out from the gray

brick background and do not require any special lighting to

enhance them. In order to stimulate learning as well as

entertain the children, faculty and visitors, the land and sea

creatures are carved in alphabetical order starting with an

alligator and ending with a zebra. Some of the creatures are

well known and immediately recognized; others are more

obscure and require some study for identification, such as

the volute, a sea snail that is found only on the Great Barrier

Reef in Australia.
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Patricia Turlington, Brick Sculptor in front of brick

sculptures around the entrance lobby of Cordova

Elementary School, Cordova, N. C.

Vistor observes the brick sculptures around the

entrance lobby of Cordova Elementary School,

Cordova, N. C.

Vistor observes the brick sculptures around the

- entrance lobby of Cordova Elementary School,

Cordova, N. C.
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Patience

Patience is a virtue,

At least that's what they say.

I think it is just a game
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Shards, Kanon Best, College Transfer

My House Is A Mess

My house is always in a mess

When company comes, you might guess!

They never come when it's spic and span;

Oh, look there's dust on the ceiling fan!

I clean and clean and clean some more,

They can't use a hanger, they just use the floor!

The table is covered with papers and books

Boy, visitors surely can give funny looks!

Someday.. .someone will see

All the work I've accomplished; how proud I will be!

But as for now, don't worry a bit;

Come, it's okay, just.. .let me clear a place for you to sit!

Julie Heath

College Transfer
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DWK

I first heard ofhim from my father and other community farmers as they laughed about his com
plowing demonstration. He had configured the plow backwards and did not realize it until one of

the onlookers asked if the corn was going to be plowed or unplowed. As I progressed through grade

school, I frequently heard tales from older students about his unusual activities and strange antics.

Finally reaching high school, I was exposed head-on to this person who as a teacher, counsellor, and

mentor greatly influenced my life.

New Hope High School, located in Eastern Wayne County, was the center of higher education

for an almost one hundred percent student body of farm boys and girls. Like the others, I had grown

up on a tobacco farm and knew little else. Already an introvert, I became even more of a loner after

the emotional trauma caused by my grandfather's recent death. I was like a leaf lost upon the waters.

Short, tanned, and balding, DWK was a dynamo of energy. His striking brown eyes were

always roving to spot any lack of attention. An unlit Tampa Nugget cigar clenched firmly between

his teeth was a permanent fixture. Likewise, a twelve-inch ruler always gripped in his left hand was

responsible for the savage scarring of classroom furniture. His personality was a fluid mixture of

humor, compassion, and antagonism. His temper was set on a hair trigger, and even the slightest

indication of horseplay would set it off. For over forty years, he practiced his profession at New
Hope as a Vocational Agriculture teacher. Not only did he teach the core curriculum, but he ex-

panded his lectures to cover current events, sociological and sex education issues, and any other area

about which we were curious.

Though maybe a little unorthodox, his teaching methods were interesting and made lasting

impressions. In the classroom he constantly roved around, writing notes or formulas on the wall-to-

wall blackboards, emphasizing particular points by smashing the furniture with the ever-present

ruler. During these classroom periods, he drilled into us the value of honesty and hard work and

repeated often that we were fortunate to be youngsters at a time in which we would enjoy the

benefits of numerous technological advances. Similarly, he ran the wood and metal working shop

like a director conducting a symphony. As students used different machines, he was everywhere at

once, shouting instructions and making sure everyone was busy. Periodically, he would call for an

"all stop and gather around" to explain a particularly difficult procedure or to emphasize a safety

precaution. Though the classroom and shop sessions were enjoyable, the field trips were pure

heaven. He always treated his students as equals during these ventures, and we responded in kind.

The trip to the N.C. State Fair was like a whole new world, and we really did not mind pushing the

broken activity bus nearly a mile to the nearest repair shop. Likewise, our participation in a district

Parliamentary Procedures Team contest was rewarded with a side trip to White Lake, complete with

water skiing and picnicking. The most sobering field trip was as a county representative to the state

convention of the Future Farmers ofAmerica. With the serene summer atmosphere of the N.C. State

University campus as a backdrop, he posed a number of thought-provoking and challenging ques-

tions relative to my future direction. At that point, I realized that he was signalling that he had

finished his teachings and that I had to fly on my own.

During the four years under his tutelage, I evolved from an introverted country kid to a star

athlete and a dedicated student, qualifying for an academic scholarship at N.C. State. During my
visits home from college, my parents would frequently mention that they had chatted with him and

that he always inquired about my well-being. Completing my studies, I entered military service and

enjoyed a thoroughly satisfying career. With my home visits becoming less frequent while in the

military, I heard that he was still teaching, then later on that his wife had died, then that he was in a

rest home, and lastly, that he had died. I was fortunate to have known this gentleman, especially at

such a crucial and vulnerable juncture of my life. As the wind moves a leaf on its journey, so it was

that he gave me knowledge, fanned my ambitions, and challenged me to set my goals high. I will

always owe him a debt of gratitude, and I shall always regret not seeking out DaltonWayne Kneeshaw

and thanking him for the positive way that he influenced my life.

Woodrow Anderson, Business Administration
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Hand, Kanon Best, College Transfer
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Never Ending Trip

Drip, drip, drip, the sound of the still running faucet hits a pan over and over again.

With every drip, you hear a pounding in your head. You ask yourself, "Why must I

feel this way?" After hours of pounding, you realize that the drip you hear is not

causing that dreadful feeling but enhancing your own insecure state. The pounding

you feel is your sanity slipping away. You look around and see the wall turn to jelly,

the ceiling to a rubber mass. Everything is changing; nothing is the same. You look

down and see your hands melt away like hot wax. You scream in agony. Nothing

comes out. You feel the only way out is by death, but you have no hands to kill

yourself with, so you must endure the suffering until suffering is no longer suffering

but your way of life. To the world you are normal, but to you, you are an object of

pure inner collapse. Your mind has self-destructed. Reality is no more.

Chad Weaver

College Transfer

Downward Spiral, Brant Mitchell, College Transfer
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Train ofThoughts God's Wrath

They say that death is justice

To take eye for an eye

Yet I feel that you were spared

While part of me had to die

You never faced our heavy stares

You were never made to defend

The reason a mother lives alone

And I am without a friend.

I cannot be resolved to hope

For justice in the unknown

Want to know in my own mind

You have reaped what you have sown

Not only did you kill a man
My heart and soul you raped

I feel no comfort in your death

But anger at your escape.

Ginger Shelton

Microcomputer Systems

Technology

God's wrath is drubbing down on my soul

This heart bleeds with solitude

I stand here in a frigid labyrinth

wandering, seeing in the darkness

His angels are now soldiers

waiting for me to slumber

then they shall come for me
Their cries are maddening to my ears

Terrifying shapes of deeds unjust

devour my flesh and force me whole

I lie here silent beneath my shroud

decaying, rotting even though

I still breathe

Sweat from my brow tastes tainted to my lips

Death waits for me
I am driven to the Gallows

Who will be my judge.

Or do I stand alone.

My own executioner.

Julia Archer Miller

Criminal Justice

Leaf to Leaf, Elaine Amurao, College Transfer
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The Corridor
Sharon Royal, English Instructor

The heavy box filled with paper, bookends, rubber bands and text shifts as I place it upon my right hip to free my hand

to open the heavy steel door with its horizontal bar. The door will barely open until I pull harder. The air pressure from the

inside prohibits it from freely giving way to my strained pull. Catching the heavy door with my right foot, I am finally able

to wedge myself and the box through its opening. With my left foot, I kick the door even though it protests with a loud creak

at my efforts to shove it and widen its opening. Only steps away, I hear it gently close with a swish, an exhaling of air

expressing a voice of its own. I hear its lock clinking with the finality that only under protest will it again be forced opened

by an outsider.

The slow descent down the dark, airless, heated corridor goes unnoticed. No voice is audible but the voice of the

corridor. A locker door slams some distance away, and a janitor drops the handle of the broom on the cold concrete floor.

Even a simple greeting of hello from the janitor sounds like a chorus of soprano voices and can be heard down each branch

of the corridor. The absence of circulating air leaves its occupants with a feeling of solitude and quiet. The smell of wax and

turpentine from the summer's cleansing of dust and sand from shoes, bubble gum and spilled coke and juice permeates the

air. A fresh start for the new year. Finally, a shadow of light from the transom falls on the gray speckled floor reflecting the

deep shine and glow of the coat of the industrial strength wax.

As I glance around, tall doorways with painted windows seal in the secrets behind each wall, allowing no sun or light

through its window to disrupt the airless, heated walk down the corridor. The brick stretching three-quarters of the way up

absorbs the heat in the summer and the coolness in the winter. The beige plaster walls above the bricks proudly display

student art work, plaques of winning teams, and bulletin boards bordered with autumn leaves and the words WELCOME
BACKTO SCHOOL reminding us of what was and what will be. The glass cases with trophies interrupt the brick wall to add

to its history. The institutional clock and the red exit sign recall the time spent here and those who have entered and exited.

The walk is long, and I am laden with this box of supplies. The journey is unfamiliar; the place, familiar. The corridor

is childhood and adulthood. This journey as a teacher down the same corridor I travelled at the age of five brings fear,

unfamiliarity, and uncertainty, but the strongest emotion is fear. These hands chose to open this door and re-enter the

corridor and stand behind the numbered door. The corridor doors open and close year after year to new and old faces, talents

and problems. The same fears surface each year as I approach the heavy steel door. All of us pass down this corridor in life;

few choose to return. The corridor, though airless on these days before, is not otherwise a vacuum. Doors open into it

exposing faces, noisy chatter, shuffling feet, high five's, grimaces, moans and even occasional laughs or sounds of enthusi-

asm. The corridor comes alive as the doors swing open. It gasps for breath as it is opened time after time, never having the

time to rest nor sound its clink of the lock as another year begins.

The corridor now has several voices. Male, female, exuberant, shrill young and old voices sound down the corridor. The

brisk walk, the slow shuffle, the confident step now echo in the corridor. The wax becomes a little duller with each passing

day as the spilled food and footsteps leave their marks, and sand and dirt accumulate. Sometimes tears fall here. At times

anger erupts. Sometimes here life seems a victory.

Before re-entering the corridor, I knew all the answers, remembering only that down this corridor and behind its doors

was a journey of excitement, accomplishments, friendships while forgetting the disappointments, failures and lost friends.

This corridor and the rooms from it give us our first exposure to the life outside our world, but it also gives us exposure to

another life inside this corridor. My role gave me confidence in solving problems, an invitation for innovation, a chance of

altering lives and changing society. My naivete matched that of the five-year-old when she first entered the corridor. Pa-

tience has become the number-one lesson learned each walk down the corridor. Patience to wait, to spend time, to overlook

my faults and others', to recognize the talents of others, to continue when all else seems to fail, to examine my beliefs, to

understand the values of others and to value others as well as myself when others' may not. The re-entering of the corridor

changes each year. The familiar objects are always present: the seasonal bulletin board, the trophy case, the institutional

clock, the red exit sign, and the gray speckled floor. The corridor absorbs the sounds and then echoes them. Its voice is the

voice of others. The exit light and the institutional clock continue to perform as the last human sound fades from the corridor.

All of us pass down this corridor in life.
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Forever, Brant Mitchell, College Transfer
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Colors of the Seasons

With the softness of feathery down,

Spring comes dressed in pastel.

Laughing and singing at winter's frown

Knowing that indeed daises tell.

With shades of green, full and rich,

Summer warms our hearts.

Long, lazy days without a hitch,

Celebrations with fire works sparks.

A more beautiful gown with gold and red

As Fall comes waltzing in.

Orange harvest in the pumpkin bed.

Thanksgiving is around the bend.

With crystal ice on evergreens

And fire crackling on the hearth,

Winter brings a song to sing

As Christmas love fills our hearts.

Colors for all seasons,

Each special at any rate.

To everything there are reasons

We all should celebrate.

Grace Lutz

Media Technician
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Peace

The Intruder

A shimmering, silvery creature

soars the night skies,

its wings covering the world,

bringing it to darkness

King of thieves he is,

stealing what cannot be touched

Master of disguise he is,

shapeshifting from one size to another.

Expert at escape is he,

scurrying away back to his domain.

Black water runs deep,

Slow moving, asleep.

Cotton clouds in an azure sky

A hawk soars up high.

Fish won't bite

Tangled branches near,

Frogs close by

Yet there's nothing to fear.

Quietly across the surface

A canoe glides...

While the submerged

World underneath hides.

Cathy Snovel

College Transfer

In the east, out of heaven's door

rises the lawkeeper, ruler of the land,

seeking, searching for the intruder

who has already vanished.

Wolf
DJ Williams

Pre-Engineering Eyes gleam

in the firelight

embers glowing

all is

bright

Grey

ghost goes

slinking

by

Back

to the darkness

where all is

night

Cathy Snovel

College Transfer
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The Battle ofTyycroft

Robert Hille, College Transfer

For the hundredth time, I prepped my machine for battle. On each side of the command

couch rested two sets of medical sensors; I pulled the sticky protective backing off them and

placed a set on my forearms and on my thighs. As I placed the sensor on my body, I felt a cold

quick sensation shock me and numb the contact points. I hated those little sensors. I knew

mentally that they relayed my biorhythms to the computer, but I always hated those little cold

things. Next, I reached behind the command couch and pulled up my coolant vest. If the little

medical sensors were cold, this was Absolute Zero. The vest was bullet proof and lined with

thousands upon thousands of little cooling tubes. It was designed so that in the heat of the

battle, when the temperatures in the cockpit soar to a level at which unaided people would

perish, I could still operate. This still did not excuse it from freezing me every time I got into

the machine. After the vest, I reached over my head and pulled down the neural-helmet. The

helmet is the crowning achievement of mid-twentieth century warfare; by picking up on thought

waves in the brain, it allows very fast precise control.

Starting the huge engine of the machine, I looked out the front viewer at the lines of other

like machines. Machine is too crude a word for these masterpieces of war. These were Battle

Mechs. They stood three-to-four stories tall, huge behemoths standing in perfect alignment.

All different sizes, shapes, colors, designs and designations were present. The one that caught

my eye was the jewel of the lot. The proud mech grossed at least a hundred tons under the

forest green armor. Standing about four stories tall, it boasted the most impressive array of

weapons in the storage bay. Down the side of the left arm, in two-foot jet black letters, it stated

the name for all the world: Jabberwocky. An evil grin parted my lips. That was the reflection

of my Mech. Grabbing hold of the cold steel throttle, I shoved the Jabberwocky into high and

headed for the egg-shaped transport.

After the long trip in the transport, I debarked into the late afternoon sun. Pushing the

Jabberwocky to its top speed of fifty-five kph, I regretted not getting the legs rebuilt. I felt

every hundred-ton jolt as the hugh feet struck the brown earth with tremendous force. Pulling

my head out of the HUD display, I took a moment to marvel at the wonder of a sunset. The

picture struck me as ironic. I was piloting the most complicated piece of machinery ever

created by humans, yet this sunset was far more beautiful. Reds and yellow merged into an

awesome spectacle of color. It was so engrossing that I missed my warning lights. The

enemy's first shot almost knocked my mech down.

My troops quickly joined in the fight. Suddenly I was drowning in a sea of light and

sound. Between the ruby-red bolts of coherent light and the royal blue plasma blast, I walked

like an Avenger, cleansing the world of my foes. Even through nineteen tons of armor I could

hear the explosions rattling the mech as I moved across the field. My multitude of lasers left

deep rents in the bodies of my enemies. As I felled yet another foe, I saw the enemy com-

mander. Standing at least as tall as my mech, he levelled off his biggest weapon directly at my
head.

Mech against mech, this what the fight came down to. I quickly brought up my own gun

and fired. At the same time my foe unloaded his dreadful gun into my Mech's head. The
world exploded around me in a fit of wild colors and sound. The last sight that I saw as my
vision faded was the other mech's head blasted clean away: a perfect kill. As my grin again

parted my lips, I realized my troops would win. I also knew, as I turned off the game, that after

supper I would be back to fight again.
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Do not try to change me
Or rearrange me
Causing things to become strange to me,

Just love me.

Do not ever leave me
Then try to retrieve me
And expect me to let you back into my life again,

Just love me.

Do not ever hurt me
Or desert me
In time of need

Just love me.

Do not just tell me
But just show me
That you love me,

By loving me.

Words are not enough.

You must show me
That you love me
By loving me.

I am not asking you to climb the highest mountain

Or swim the deepest sea.

To claim my love from me,

Just love me.

Do not ever lose hold on me
Or try to take control of me,

Just express your feelings and come out bold to me,

Just love me.

Do not ever forget me
Or regret me
Nor fret me.

Just love me.

Do not try to buy my love;

My love is not for sale.

Money cannot buy my love

Because my love is priceless.

Just love me.

Let me pull your body close to me
And hold it tight

And never let it go.

Just love me.

Love Me

Do not tease me
Or release me
And say that you considered me only as a friend,

Just love me.

My love desires your love

And has longing for it.

I am not asking you to feel feelings you do not have.

Just love me.

Do not ever stop your love.

Keep your love coming

Because I am in this much too deep to just turn and

walk away.

So just love me.

You have nothing to fear.

My love for you flows in your life like a river with no

end

So do not keep it bottled up any longer.

Open it up and release its full potential.

This is what would happen

If you would just love me.

Gerry Wootson

Basic Computer Programming

Symbol of Love, Devontis Scones, College Transfer
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Night Moves

Black dog, unleashed in dreams,

you chase me on the edge of woods,

your pointed face and long sleek body

like an arrow—coming, coming.

Shadowy trees in moonlight,

some limbs low enough to climb.

I turn to see you lie down and drink

where water pours over a rock.

I breathe freely.

Then my right hand is in your mouth,

strong jaws close,

long teeth tear skin, muscle, tendon, bone.

When I wake to stare at the wall,

I feel the pressure on my hand

and look for fresh blood on the tousled sheets.

Marian Westbrook, English Instructor

Diamond in the Rough, Donna Jones, Microcomputer Systems Technology
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Hiroshima Spring

Carl Brow, Counselor

Springtime in Japan is always a welcome time of the year. The long cold winter begins to give way to warm breezes. The

sweltering summer heat hasn't come yet. One of the most anticipated events of spring is cherry blossom time.

The cherry blossom blooming schedule is on the national TV news every evening as it makes its way up from the southern

tip of the country. They track its progress on the national map and show examples of the trees in blossom in the different

provinces.

The custom of viewing cherry blossom started around the eleventh century as a diversion for the upper class, but by the

sixteenth century if had become popular with everyone, and it remains popular today.

In Hiroshima, where I taught school for a year, one of the best places to observe this is at the castle grounds. The name Hiro-

shima means "wide-island" and refers to the moat around the castle. Like everything else in the city, the original castle was

destroyed in a nuclear attack, but the castle replica is beautiful, and inside is a museum depicting Japanese feudal life. Before

the was Hiroshima had always been a military town and the streets are still named for the guilds that serviced castle life.

Hon-dori (book street) is still a bustling center of activity and a great place to go for a Big Mac at McDonalds.

The cherry blossom time brings its own brand of celebration called "Flower Viewing Parties." Big sheets of sky blue plastic

are laid out under the trees on which massive quantities of beer, saki, soft drinks and food are spread out. Someone usually

brings along a portable Karaoke (empty orchestra) machine for group and solo sing-alongs. Electric lights in paper lanterns

have been strung up for night-time parties. Clubs, schools and business all make the time to sit outside, drink, sing and

socialize under the trees. This is meant to bring the group closer together, a crucial concept in Japanese work and socializa-

tion. Of course, the castle grounds are also a great place to take a date or just spend some time with family.

The Japanese say that the cherry blossom is not the most beautiful flower nor does it last the longest. But they feel that its

short life and fleeting beauty are a good analogy for their own brief existence. In truth, though, it seems the party atmosphere

far outstrips the philosophy, but the Japanese seem comfortable with both perspectives.

Springtime is one of the favorite seasons of the year for the Japanese. It was mine.

Silk Flowers, Cindy Mitman, College Transfer
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I Am

A brown bag (like a grocery bag)

Recycled, of course.

The kind of bag that has the two little handles

That look like pieces of twine

My brown recycled grocery bag with the two twine handles

Looks small

But when opened up

It is surprisingly spacious and deep

My bag contains the sound of a gentle spring in the woods

The remnants of fishing poles and campfires

Toasted marshmallows and piano books

My bag holds blossoms of magnolia and wisteria,

Dogwood and sunflowers

Blossoms of all wild types

Fragrant with the sweet smell of June

And at the bottom

A package of firecrackers and matches

The outer wrapping of the firecrackers is peeled away slightly

With the wick of one firecracker peeping through the paper

Matches sit still beside the firecrackers

Waiting for a spark to cause

A magnificent explosion.

Susan Edwards

College Transfer

Artist's Bag, Tina Louise Massey, College Transfer
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Magic Wand, Leigh Youngs, College Transfer

The Past

The past

It haunts me
It's behind every door

And in every shadow...

Waiting...

It will never

Leave me
Till I can

Leave it...

In the past.

Julie Heath

College Transfer
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Cutting Down My Childhood

They're cutting down my childhood.

My brother called:

The pines They must remove

To pave the way for progress

Are coming down.

The highway must be widened

(So They say)

Traffic must go faster and

Travelers must speed along their way.

No matter that They're striking down

Those regal guardians of the Fleming place,

The pines that graced our land

And shared with it their name, "The Pines."

No matter that They trample

The playgrounds of six decades

And a dozen childhoods in three families,

The third one being ours.

No matter for the memory of my pebble rooms

On carpet moss beneath mulberry tree

With natural cooling, courtesy of pines.

No matter for our great gymnasium,

A rusting hoop nailed to a massive pine,

To be shut down,

And no more basketballs to chase across the ditch.

No matter that no loving family crew

Will join to rake the needles from the yard

With care to spare the burnished blanket

In just the spots the matriarch designs.

No matter that no city dwellers find

A willing donor of the country straw

To bed their borders and their garden gates.

No matter that the path into the woods

Where springtime quest for first snake lily led

Will now lie open, bare and stark,

No natural bower for mother-daughter strolls,

Nor father-son adventures in the hunt.

No matter that the driving school,

Obstacle course of pines around the house,

Will teach no more

A boy who wears his granddad's hat

And peers through steering wheel

To navigate the same huge trees

His mother once had hit.

No matter for the past, They say.

Why, no one even lives there any more.

But They are wrong.

As long as I'm alive (and memory lives)

I'll live beneath those pines.

I'll ponder how their tallest branches

Touch the sun and stars

And how their bricks of bark

Defy repeating pattern.

I'll wander in their shade

And seek my prize:

The first snake lily

Or the largest cone.

And in my heart will live

My childhood and my pines.

Rosalyn Lomax, English Instructor
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Goodbye
Leigh Youngs, College Transfer

The real and intended meanings of words seem easy for people to understand as separate concepts.

However, when the two concepts come together, the brow furrows and human beings are completely eluded.

Society associates certain words with certain emotions, no matter how far apart the two may be. "Goodbye,"

for instance, is literally defined to mean "an expression used in parting." But how do people interpret "goodbye"?

It symbolizes an abrupt ending, a loneliness, a desperation, or a disconnection. Therefore, society has incor-

porated ways of softening the blow of "goodbye" by substituting the caustic word with kinder, gentler termi-

nology.

A "goodbye" between friends indicates a separation, temporary or permanent. Since society cannot

handle such a split (despite progress, people are all basically full of insecurities), shorter words are used in

lieu of"goodbye." When getting off the telephone, friends say, "Later." When parting at school, friends wave

goodbye. When taking each other home after a night out, friends mutter, "See you soon." All of these terms

imply there will be a next time. Subsequently, people are subliminally comforted.

When dealing with employers, employees, or co-workers, the situation calls for a slightly more formal

tone. Still, a co-worker would never unnerve someone else with an outright "goodbye." Instead, expressions

like "See you tomorrow," "Until then," and "See you bright and early" are used. Humans can even have

feelings of utter disdain for someone else and still consider him non-deserving of a callous, calculated "goodbye."

There are no people on Earth who manipulate the connotations of "goodbye" more than the lovers.

"Goodbye" hurts, stings, and abandons its victims. It leaves individuals with feelings of doubt and insecurity.

They simply cannot take the idea of "goodbye." It seems so permanent and apathetic. So for people in love,

parting temporarily becomes no more than a wink, a smile, a "sweet nothing," or an act of physical contact.

They pat, they rub, they smile, and they plead for "again" with their eyes. Human beings hate "goodbye." It

is the kind of term Romeo and Juliet used before dying of heartache. It signifies the death of a relationship

and completely eliminates the possibility of "tomorrow" and forever."

Humans feel generally lonely. There are more divorces now than there are successful marriages. Teens

have the ability to attend college abroad, leaving their parents completely out of sorts. There are more young

people lost to disease than ever before. Sidestepping pain and abandonment by finding euphemisms for

words is just one way of pushing certain doom further away. Instead of mending what is really broken,

society find ways of alleviating their deepest fears. Hence, the growing number of substitutes for the word

"goodbye."

Sadness

Brant Mitchell

College Transfer
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The Dream

I had a dream one time

that I would go to school

but let it slip right through my hands;

I must have been a fool.

I struggled hard for sixteen years

as a wife and a mother too.

But through the years I've always known,

the one thing I should do.

So, two years ago, my dream came true;

I started back to school.

There's been so much for me to do;

I no longer feel a fool.

I've studied long and I've studied hard;

I've laughed and I have cried.

My mind, my will, and my patience

have never been so tried.

In just three months, it will be complete;

the dream of sixteen years.

I'll be so proud to walk that day,

I'll cry with joyous tears.

Julie Heath

College Transfer

Bookbag, Devontis Scanes, College Transfer
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Riding Destiny

Terri Ingram, College Transfer

Dreams are the movies in our slumbering, unsuspecting minds. They can be

serene, powerful, terrifying, or even bizarre. Some dreams fade away like a puff of

smoke, or they can be haunting like the memory of a lost love. A dream that haunts

me to this day is the one I had about Destiny.

Destiny, the jet-black stallion, was eighteen hands tall. In the light of the lantern,

he stood immense before me. His eyes like burning embers radiated astute intelli-

gence and intense awareness. His neck was long and graceful with a cascading,

glossy black mane. His torso was well formed, and his taut satin coat revealed every

muscle as he moved with ease toward me. His thick tail hissed as he swatted at a

bothersome fly.

His muzzle was warm black velvet under my restless hand. My anticipation was

as overpowering as humidity in the South. Destiny performed a side-stepping dance

as I prepared him for the trip we had to take. Slipping the bridle over his handsome

head and heaving the English saddle onto his broad back, I quickly mounted. As I

settled into the saddle, it creaked with protest like an old worn-out chair. While I

gathered the slender reins into my anxious hands, Destiny tossed his head impa-

tiently, almost jerking the reins free.

I tucked my upper body close to his sleek neck, and we left the stable sanctuary

to confront the dark, lonesome night. I sat upright as the cool breeze softly brushed

my face and perfumed me with the honeysuckle scent it carried. The insect musi-

cians harmoniously presented their distinct music, and somewhere close by, a frog

sang bass.

Bright, silvery light overflowed from the luminous sphere suspended in the cloud-

less sky. The dirt road before us was exposed, and I saw it branching off into two

ghostly paths being consumed by the hungry forest. I wrestled with indecision, and

the anxiety gnawed at my stomach. Destiny calmly awaited the unveiling of my
decision.

He needed little urging as we galloped onto the right path and into the unknown

forest. The blackened trees crowded alongside us and began to sway in the rising

autumn wind, and a few drifted slowly to the ground.

The steed was elegant power in motion. The rhythmic "clippity-clop, clippity-

clop" of his hooves reassuringly struck the ground. Our wills merged, our spirits

transcended, we forged along the isolated pathway to a common goal. We did not

permit barriers to hinder our progress or prevent us from reaching the obscure end.

My being was flooded with tangible elation. Suddenly the stark concept crashed

into my consciousness, and it was freedom. I awakened with overwhelming joy in

my heart.

Freud said that dreams reflect our unconscious wishes and desires. As I contem-

plate my dream, I realize the road to my degree is long and dark with many un-

knowns. The thrill of travelling down this roadway is greater than I expected. How-

ever, the ultimate satisfaction comes from exercising control over my destiny, for this

is truly liberating.
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We Live in Little Rock
(Response to Gwendolyn Brooks)

She wrote "The Chicago Defender"

In an effort to tell a tale

She is pointing out a lesson

We can't afford to fail

For she speaks to you and me alike

And asks us to take stock

As she tells us of a man in Little Rock

He found the people sitting

Singing songs and sipping tea

Enjoying their better life

In white society

He spoke of Christmas trees

Of tinsel and of cheer

He discovered normal things

Were what took place here

In Little Rock, mighty Casey swings

In the spirit of the batter

Who steps up to the plate

Breathing in the hot, dry air

As the game continues late

Across the way upon the green

Sit the people, waiting for a song

As the late great masters rise up again

To entertain the ear

It is truly plain to see

Nothing's different here

Lovers live in Arkansas

And share amorous glances

A-courting and a-loving

In their day by day romances

They hold and kiss and carry on

And whisper words so dear

For lovers live in Little Rock

No, nothing's different here

The town it is the same

As many near and far

Most people live in a house

And many have a car

Little Rock could easily be

In Nebraska or Tennessee

For the people who live here

Are much like you and me

So much alike are we and they

And yet we cringe to watch

As that scythe falls angrily

And leaves another notch

In the dark skin of the boys and girls

Who look a little different

With flesh unlike the shining white of pearls

We see and cry and bite our nails

And yet among us

Whose conscience never fails

For we all do have our hates and enmity

We look down upon these people

Who are just like you and me

We look down in scorn

And proclaim ourselves the better

And yet we all do know

Within us lies this hatred

Our souls are as corrupt

As those we've mocked and baited

And before I look within myself

Hunt down my pain and strife

Let me remind of what Brooks said

The loveliest victim was our Christ

James-Eric Zuehlke

College Transfer

Wish, Brant Mitchell, College Transfer
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Imaginary^'

The equation wants me to add an i,

over here I am supposed to subtract an i.

In addition to this, there is the i,

and there we multiply the powers of i.

It's really quite simple, as you can see,

there must be an imaginary me.

Cathy Lewis

Nursing

Spectacles, Kathryn Haskin. College Transfer
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Feathers, Lisa McGrath, College Transfer
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Carpe diem!

Ah, yes! Seize the day! Enjoy the time!

Brevity of life,

Flowers wither, people age,

World in flux, transience—

I knew that.

I taught that.

The Bible said that.

Every poet I ever studied sang that.

Why, I even wrote a master's thesis on that:

"Metamorphosis in Herrick's Hesperides"

Or something like that.

Guess I never believed Time's winged chariot

Could hurry near enough to catch me though.

Then this morning

I whirled out of my driveway

And caught a stabbing glimpse

Of glorious dogwood blossoms

No longer there.

Rosalyn Lomax

English Instructor
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How To Woo A Woman
Dan Cavanaugh, College Transfer

"Women are God's gift to man." Whoever said that was either a woman or in love. Max the

Miracle Worker said, 'True Love is the greatest thing in the world." He was right. However, all

that is irrelevant if one cannot find a date to a free movie. Women can make life ten times better

or twenty times worse, and when a woman makes your life ten times better, it is well worth those

bad times. Before going through the goods and the bads of a relationship, one must form one. It

is a time when one puts his best foot forward; this period is called Wooing. Almost any man can

woo a woman.

At first in this fun process, one must communicate with the intended. It is important that one

keep in mind what type of woman he is trying to woo. He must be able to show some level of

intelligence because most women will give points if one can show a level higher than that of the

average moose who comes a'callin'. Two important things in communication are correct En-

glish and confidence. Gentlemen in the South have a very unattractive habit of abusing the

English language. One automatically loses points for sounding like a redneck, unless he is

trying to woo an illustrious female redneck. If that be the case, there is no need to read this

paper, for that is a type of wooing unto itself. Confidence is a tricky thing; there is a point where

confidence turns into cockiness, which to the majority of girls is a turnoff. When one is sure of

himself, it helps the woman be sure of him. If possible, one should try to perfect a subdued

confidence, not easy at first but attainable.

In the game of wooing, a woman must be treated with the utmost respect. She is someone's

daughter or sister and should be treated with the same respect one gives his mother. If that isn't

much, he should give more. Chivalry is not dead—almost—but there are still men who open

doors, escort instead of lead, and bring flowers.

Here are some pointers on taking a woman out to dinner. Use a napkin and refrain from

showing chewed food. Enjoy the conversation and the view; concentrate on her more than the

food. Try for at least one compliment an hour. Don't overdo it, but use a well placed comment

on how wonderful she smells, even if it's the fragrance of Tide. Comment on her appearance or

a ring you think is nice, something that lets her know you appreciate her being.

A part of wooing that is part of everything mentioned thus far is flirting. In second grade one

might have slugged the girl in the face if he was sweet on her. Those days are long gone; sure,

anyone can flirt, but unnoticed flirting isn't flirting as much as being annoying. Style makes the

person; one should be true to his style, and if the girl doesn't respond, it would not have worked

anyway. Charm is what separates the men from the boys. Some charm with their brains, some

with their beauty, and some with their humor. If one doesn't have much of these, he should use

a little of each. If one is strong in each, he should use that power wisely. A wink and a smile

done with style go a long way.

Through all the disappointments and heartache, women are worth it. They ARE God's gift

to man. If any of this advice works, one should shower her with whatever her heart desires; she

is worth it. Inevitably it will end-in a week, a year, or when "death us do part." Wooing is that

special time when two people are getting to know each other; one shouldn't forget that one can

always woo, even in a rest home.
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Fred

Dennis Turnage, College Transfer
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Ringo, Christine Washburn, College Transfer

Answers and Questions

Come, walk with me down the path of forgetfulness!

On our journey we will see many wondrous sights, or will we?

We will visit many famous people. Who are they?

The path is paved with gold and riches, or is it smut and coal?

Just trust me. I've never told a lie, or have I?

Don't worry. I know the way.

I visit this place each and every day, or do I?

We go left. I am sure of it, or was it right to get to it?

We can try it again another day.

Same place, same time. We will try another way!

Remember to meet me. I shall not forget!

Chad Weaver

College Transfer
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